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Tuesday 28 May – Thursday 30 May

Tuesday 28 May

Wednesday 29 May

Thursday 30 May

TINY TOTS

ALL THE COLOURS OF THE
RAINBOW

OVER THE RAINBOW

BECOME AN ORIGAMI
MASTER!

MUSIC, 9.30AM – 10.15AM, AGES 6–18 MTHS

In this class, musical concepts are introduced
through play and exploring different sound
sources to lay solid foundations in the brain for
the development of speech and language. But
above all music play makes babies feel happy
and connected to the world!
COST: £9 PER CLASS, £27 IF YOU ENROL IN ALL
THREE, TUTOR: AMANDA DOUGE, MATTHEW CRISP

TODDLER TUNES
MUSIC, 10.30AM – 11.15AM, AGES 18–36 MTHS

Children will start to engage with spontaneous
music making, are encouraged to discover new
instruments and explore all their different voices!
With the help of puppets, musical concepts are
gradually introduced while our repertoire of
songs and rhymes constantly grows. Listening,
imagination and fine motor skills are all
enhanced, offering benefits beyond music.
COST: £9 PER CLASS, £27 IF YOU ENROL IN ALL
THREE, TUTOR: AMANDA DOUGE, MATTHEW CRISP

FAMILY MUSIC
MUSIC, 11.30AM – 12.15PM, AGES 6 MTHS – 5 YRS

There is something for everyone in Family Music,
a specially designed course which allows for
different ages to work together and be inspired
by music-making.
COST: £9 PER CLASS, £27 IF YOU ENROL IN ALL
THREE, TUTOR: AMANDA DOUGE, MATTHEW CRISP

DRAMA, 9.30AM – 12.30PM, DROP OFF, AGES 4–7

Bring a colourful object with you to this
workshop and we will use them within our story
which your parents will be invited to watch at the
end of the morning!
COST: £30, TUTOR: GIORGIA-ROSE WARSAMA

FLYING COLOURS
DRAMA, 1PM – 4PM, DROP OFF, AGES 7–11

This workshop will be full of fun and drama
games. Bring along a colourful prop if you would
like to and we will devise our own short play
using these as inspiration. There will be a short
showing at the end of the workshop.
COST: £30, TUTOR: GIORGIA-ROSE WARSAMA

VANISHING COLOURS
ART, 10AM-12PM, DROP OFF, AGES 3-5

Light looks white, but it is really made of rainbow
colours. Let’s try and make rainbows in water
using mirrors and torches. Have a go at making
your own spinner to mix colours together, make
them appear and then disappear.

ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 5–11

Have you ever wondered what could be over
the rainbow? Join this day workshop where you
can imagine and create a model of your dream
space. Is it a bedroom, treehouse, airship, or a
place in the clouds? Enjoy making a dioramaesque space using a mixture of sculptural,
recycled and 2D materials.
COST: £50, TUTOR: VERITY WONG

RAINBOW BUNTING
AND MEMORY BOXES
ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 5–11

Come and create your own multimedia drawings
and collages inspired by brightly coloured and
patterned fabrics, abstracting the patterns and
making them your own.
Use fabric pens and crayons to create multi
coloured fabric designs on your very own
upcycled fabric flags. These flags can then be
attached to hanging ribbons to create some
colourful rainbow bunting!
Finally, spend some time crafting memory boxes
and mini books using shoe boxes and collaged
papers.

COST: £20, TUTOR: SUE HARRIS

COST: £50, TUTOR: NICOLA CORRIGAN

ELMER THE ELEPHANT

ONE-DAY GUITAR WORKSHOP

ART, 1.30PM – 3.30PM, DROP OFF, AGES 3–5

Elmer was different. Elmer was patchwork - he
was yellow, orange, red, pink, purple, blue and
green. With reference to the stories, let’s make
our own patchwork Elmer and mix the colours
to paint and print squares. He needs to have
somewhere to live, so we will create a colourful
jungle world too.
COST: £20, TUTOR: SUE HARRIS

MUSIC, 9.30AM – 3.30PM, DROP OFF, AGES 6–9

Come and join us for a one day course where
you will learn all about the guitar while learning
and playing some songs about the many colours
of the rainbow! Explore the instrument and learn
to express yourself under the guidance of our
enthusiastic tutors. You’re welcome to bring
your own instrument but don’t worry if you don’t
have one – we’ll have guitars available to borrow
on the day.
COST: £50, TUTOR: ELLIOTT MORRIS

ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 7–11

Spend a day with origami specialists and learn
how to make simple and interesting origami
pieces such as dogs, butterflies, hearts, fish and
boats and use these to create and craft your own
greeting cards. Later on in the workshop you
will move onto learn more complicated pieces
such as tulips in a box and spinning tops. Make
your pieces colourful with a range of different
material available.
COST: £50, TUTOR: LAVENDER HOME

COLOUR LIKE VINCENT
VAN GOGH
ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 8–14

Van Gogh is famous the world over for the
beauty of his work. His amazing use of colours
in sunflowers, fields and night skies are admired
today and his unique thick swirling, impasto
brushstrokes take your breath away. In this class
we will look at the colour palettes used by van
Gogh in a selection of his paintings. You will
learn the techniques he used and create your
own colourful paintings that will take the breath
away. You’ll get to play with colour, paint and
light using the stunning beauty of “Starry Night”
and the “Sunflowers” as your inspiration.
The perfect course to accompany a visit to ‘Van
Gogh and Britain’ currently exhibiting at the Tate
Britain.
COST: £50, TUTOR: SALINA JANE

Friday 31 May

UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS
MUSIC, 10AM – 12PM, DROP OFF, AGES 3–5
MUSIC, 1.30PM – 3.30PM, DROP OFF, AGES 3-5

Join us on this fun-filled introduction to the
instrument, learning all about the ukulele.
Participants will learn to play a few easy songs
inspired by the colours of the rainbow, improvise
and join in with some general musicianship
games. All levels are welcome. You’re welcome
to bring your own instrument but don’t worry if
you don’t have one - we’ll have ukuleles available
to borrow on the day.
COST: £20, TUTOR: JAY HAMMOND

MAY MARBLING MASTERCLASS
ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 5–11

A unique and fascinating one day taster class
aimed to inspire young creatives with the
opportunity to learn a little history of Marbling.
An introduction to the arts of bubble wrap
printing, ink blowing and basic marbling skills.
It's messy but wonderfully creative! Explore
colour and build a stunning portfolio of quite
amazing papers to take home.
COST: £50, TUTOR: SALLY ANN PETTS

EXPRESSIVE PAINTING
ART, 9.15AM – 3.45PM, DROP OFF, AGES 5–11

Express yourself on this one-day painting class.
We will experiment with painting techniques that
can express different moods using colour and
mark making, and explore your individual artistic
expression. Paint, splatter, drip, blend and layer,
enjoy the varied processes painting offers. You
will end up with a unique piece of art that is
special to you.
COST: £50, TUTOR: VERITY WONG
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May Half term Theory Courses
Tuesday 28 May – Friday 31 May

THEORY INTENSIVE
MUSIC, 9.30AM – 11.30AM DAILY,
DROP OFF, AGES 10–16

If you want to take your Grade 4 or 5 Music
Theory exam soon then this is the course for
you! Come to the Conservatoire every day over
the half term to learn everything you need to
know for Theory levels Grade 4 and 5. Learn with
your peers in a small group with our fantastic
Theory expert and professional musician Pedro
Lopez Campos!
COST: £80, TUTOR: PEDRO LOPEZ CAMPOS

